
O-005-001

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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O-005-002

Two of the 12 alternative packages that received detailed analysis

included transit components with no exclusive right-of-way.  These

alternative packages were designed to assess how each alternative

package performed generally, and to see how individual features of the

alternative packages performed in different combinations. Project staff

used the criteria outlined in the Evaluation Framework to assess the

performance of each alternative package, focusing on the performance

of river crossing types and transit modes.  Based on this analysis, bus

rapid transit and light rail provided the best transit performance,

particularly when paired with express bus service.  Specific attributes of

this better performance includes better meeting local and regional plans

and policies, minimizing hours of delay, and improving modal choice. 

The alternative package analysis process is described in section 2.5.4 of

the Draft EIS.  In addition, the Development of the Range of Alternatives

memo, prepared in June 2007, contains detailed information about the

evaluation of these alternative packages.  The body of the memo

explains the process for developing the range of alternatives, including

the latter stage screening which evaluated the 12 alternative packages. 

The findings from this evaluation of the 12 alternative packages are

included in Attachment G of that memo.

Regarding costs, the projected cost to construct this large and complex

project are presented in Chapter 4 of the FEIS, and are estimated in year

of expenditure dollars to account for inflation. The estimated cost to

construct this project is could be covered by a variety of sources. While a

small portion of this cost is expected to be covered by local and state

funds, federal funds and toll revenues are expected to cover the majority

of the capital costs.
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O-005-003

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

O-005-004

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

O-005-005

Extensive technical and public review and input has been included in all

phases of the CRC project, from developing a purpose and need

statement, screening a wide variety of alternatives, and developing a

Draft and Final EIS. A supplemental draft is required if changes to

alternatives after the draft are substantial and/ or if there are new

significant impacts not previously discussed in the draft and/or there are

changes in laws or regulations after the draft. The DEIS identified

potential mitigation measures for all potentially significant as well as

many non-significant impacts, and the FEIS further analyzes and

develops mitigation measures and plans to a higher level of detail and

refinement. CEQ NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1502.9(c)) do not require

agencies to prepare a supplemental draft EIS just because an FEIS

includes refined alternatives and additional information. Such changes

are typical and expected in the planning process, and are consistent with

CEQ and FHWA NEPA regulations. Between publication of the DEIS

and FEIS, FTA and FHWA prepared three NEPA re-evaluations and a

documented categorical exclusion (DCE) to complete changes in the

project since the DEIS. The NEPA re-evaluations addressed the change

in the project from: 1) the 17th Street transit alignment, 2) the composite

deck truss bridge type, and 3) all other changes in design between the

DEIS and the FEIS. The DCE addressed the impacts from the track work

on the steel bridge.

Both agencies concluded from these evaluations that these changes and
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new information would not result in any significant environmental impacts

that were not previously considered in the DEIS. For more information,

see Appendix O of the FEIS.

 

O-005-006

See Chapter 4 of the FEIS for updated analysis of project costs.

 

O-005-007

The Purpose and Need is based on extensive analysis of the existing

and projected transportation problems in the I-5 CRC corridor, and

reflects extensive feedback from the public and stakeholder groups. This

includes analysis and input during the CRC study as well as the I-5

Transportation and Trade Partnership Study and Strategic Plan that

preceded CRC. The Purpose and Need focuses largely on metrics that

do not inherently require substantial, or exclusive, increases in highway

capacity. The purpose statement is intentionally worded so as to allow

consideration of a wide range of solutions including demand

management, transit, highway, tolling, and other options for addressing

the stated needs. Following the development of the Purpose and Need

statement, analysis of a wide range of alternatives, and input from the

public, agencies and stakeholders on those alternatives and analysis, it

became clear that that the Purpose and Need could not be met by any

single type of improvement.  It is best met by a multimodal alternative

that improves highway, transit, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the

I-5 corridor, and adds tolling to the highway river crossing.

 

O-005-008

See discussion of alternative package screening above. 

 

O-005-009

It is at times difficult to assess any single option when many variables

are at play. However, the Supplemental options were intended to
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encompass not just reuse of the existing facility, but an increased

emphasis on demand management.

 

O-005-010

During the preparation of the DEIS, Metro and the project team ran

multiple travel demand model scenarios that provided data used to

estimate the energy consumption and emissions associated with each

alternative.  It would be possible to run more scenarios on options that

are not actual CRC alternatives or on any of the individual elements of

the CRC alternatives.  However, those individual elements are not

alternatives and would not be implemented separately.  Screening

studies conducted prior to the DEIS demonstrated that any of the

elements by themselves (e.g., just light rail, or just highway

improvements, or just tolling) would fail to address most of the

stated purpose and need for the proposed action and would therefore

not be implemented alone.  Addressing the purpose and need requires a

multi-modal solution. Detailed and discrete analysis of each element of

each alternative is not necessary or useful to informing decision making

on the range of reasonable alternatives being considered for the CRC

project.

 

O-005-011

The FEIS has more detail regarding the transportation performance of

the LPA than the DEIS presented on the five major alternatives. The

duration of congestion metric was found to be useful for many citizens

and stakeholders. The graphics which were developed for the duration of

congestion data were also well received by many.

 

O-005-012

The CRC Task Force - composed of 39 leaders from a broad cross

section of Washington and Oregon communities – was tasked with

advising the CRC project team, including federal sponsors, and providing
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guidance and recommendations at key decision points over the course

of nearly 3 ½ years. Public agencies, businesses, civic organizations,

neighborhoods and freight, commuter and environmental groups were all

represented on the Task Force. The Task Force voted to develop a

supplemental bridge alternative, in an attempt to find an alternative to

total bridge replacement that would still meet the project's purpose and

need but at lower cost and with greater reliance on managing demand

with higher tolls and more transit service.  The two most promising

supplemental alternatives were considered in the DEIS.  Based on the

detailed analysis that followed, the Task Force recommended, and all

project sponsors agreed, that the replacement bridge with light rail was

the locally preferred alternative.

 

O-005-013

Following the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July

2008, the CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected light rail to

Clark College as the project's preferred transit mode. These sponsor

agencies, which include the Vancouver City Council, Portland City

Council, C-TRAN Board, TriMet Board, RTC Board and Metro Council

considered the DEIS analysis, public comment, and a recommendation

from the CRC Task Force (a broad group of stakeholders representative

of the range of interests affected by the project - see the DEIS Public

Involvement Appendix for more information regarding the CRC Task

Force) before voting on the LPA.

As illustrated in the DEIS, and summarized in Exhibit 29 (page S-33) of

the Executive Summary, light rail would better serve transit riders than

bus rapid transit (BRT) within the CRC project area. Light rail would carry

more passengers across the river during the PM peak, result in more

people choosing to take transit, faster travel times through the project

area, fewer potential noise impacts, and lower costs per incremental

rider than BRT. Additionally, light rail is more likely to attract desirable
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development on Hayden Island and in downtown Vancouver, which is

consistent with local land use plans.

 

O-005-014

Following the selection of the LPA in July of 2008, the CRC Project

Sponsors Council (PSC) was developed to provide recommendations to

the project on a variety of issues, including the number of add/drop lanes

over the river crossing. Over the course of several months, PSC was

provided with operational characteristics and potential environmental

impacts of 8-, 10-, and 12-lane options. These technical evaluation

criteria included, but were not limited to, traffic safety, congestion, traffic

diversion onto local streets and I-205, regional vehicle miles travelled,

transit ridership, regional economic impact, effects to neighborhoods,

and protected species and habitats. In additional to the technical

information, PSC received input from CRC advisory groups and

reviewed public comment submitted to the project and obtained during

two public Q&A sessions in January 2009 regarding the number of lanes

decision, as well as hearings conducted by Portland City Council and by

Metro Council. In August 2010, the PSC voted unanimously to

recommend that the replacement bridges be constructed with 10 lanes

and full shoulders. For more information regarding the number of lanes

decision making process, see Chapter 2 (Section 2.7) of the FEIS.

The proposed new lanes are add/drop lanes (i.e., lanes that connect two

or more interchanges), which are used to alleviate safety issues

associated with the closely spaced interchanges in the project area, and

accommodate the 68 to 75% of traffic that enters and/or exits I-5 within

two miles of the Columbia River.

 

O-005-015

Following the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July

2008, the CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected light rail to

Clark College as the project's preferred transit mode. These sponsor
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agencies, which include the Vancouver City Council, Portland City

Council, C-TRAN Board, TriMet Board, RTC Board and Metro Council

considered the DEIS analysis, public comment, and a recommendation

from the CRC Task Force (a broad group of stakeholders representative

of the range of interests affected by the project - see the DEIS Public

Involvement Appendix for more information regarding the CRC Task

Force) before voting on the LPA.

As illustrated in the DEIS, and summarized in Exhibit 29 (page S-33) of

the Executive Summary, light rail would better serve transit riders than

bus rapid transit (BRT) within the CRC project area. Light rail would carry

more passengers across the river during the PM peak, result in more

people choosing to take transit, faster travel times through the project

area, fewer potential noise impacts, and lower costs per incremental

rider than BRT. Additionally, light rail is more likely to attract desirable

development on Hayden Island and in downtown Vancouver, which is

consistent with local land use plans.

 

O-005-016

Please see response to comment 005-013.

 

O-005-017

The goal of “variable-rate tolling” is to reduce congestion and maximize

the flow of traffic through this corridor. A lower toll is charged when traffic

demand is lower than when the corridor is at its highest demand.

Because a toll is charged by time of day, variable-rate tolling gives

travelers an incentive to change travel times, reduce optional trips, take

an alternate route, or choose transit as an alternative to driving alone.

Thank you for your astute suggestions regarding the variability of the toll.

Your input has been forwarded to the lead staff working on the tolling

scenarios.
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O-005-018

See discussion of the need for improvements in the highway generally,

above.

 

O-005-019

Preferences for specific alternatives or options, as expressed in

comments received before and after the issuance of the DEIS, were

shared with local sponsor agencies to inform decision making. Following

the close of the 60-day DEIS public comment period in July 2008, the

CRC project's six local sponsor agencies selected a replacement I-5

bridge with light rail to Clark College as the project's Locally Preferred

Alternative (LPA). These sponsor agencies, which include the Portland

City Council, Vancouver City Council, TriMet Board, C-TRAN Board,

Metro Council, RTC Board, considered the DEIS analysis, public

comment, and a recommendation from the CRC Task Force when voting

on the LPA.

With the LPA, new bridges will replace the existing Interstate Bridges to

carry I-5 traffic, light rail, pedestrians and bicyclists across the Columbia

River. Light rail will extend from the Expo Center MAX Station in Portland

to a station and park and ride at Clark College in Vancouver. Pedestrians

and bicyclists would travel along a wider and safer path than exists

today.

For a more detailed description of highway, transit, and bicycle and

pedestrian improvements associated with the LPA, see Chapter 2 of the

FEIS.

 

O-005-020

The authority to toll the I-5 crossing is set by federal and state laws.

Federal statutes permit a toll-free bridge on an interstate highway to be

converted to a tolled facility following the reconstruction or replacement

of the bridge, and the CRC project would meet these conditions. Prior to
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tolling I-5, Washington and Oregon Departments of Transportation

(WSDOT and ODOT) would have to enter into a toll agreement with the

U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT). State legislation from 2008

in Washington permits WSDOT to toll I-5 provided that the tolling of the

facility is first authorized by the Washington legislature. Once authorized

by the legislature, the Washington Transportation Commission has the

authority to set the toll rates. In Oregon, the Oregon Transportation

Commission has the authority to toll a facility and to set the toll rates. It is

anticipated that prior to tolling I-5, ODOT and WSDOT would enter into a

bi-state tolling agreement to establish a cooperative process for

imposing tolls, set toll rates, and guide the use of toll revenues.

 

O-005-021

See discussion above regarding how the proposed alternative fails to

meet the project's purpose and need and that assumptions about

tolling's affects on congestion are not supported by project modeling.
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O-005-022

Please see response to comment 005-022.
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O-005-023

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

O-005-024

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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O-005-025

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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